DATA SHEET

X Pad I
Explanation:

Lenses are produced with a wide range of coatings. It is to
prevent scratches, reflexion, grease, moist etc. etc.
Everything to give people more vision comfort. Disadvantage:
it is hard to attach a blocking pad to it.

Product Description:

This Lens Edging Application Pad has a specially engineered
very strong high-density PE foam carrier which has the
highest axis torsion resistance ever. The unique specially
engineered hybrid adhesive will prevent slippage as never
before. That is why XpadI is usable on all standard coated
and almost on any hard to bond Super and Ultra Hydrophobic
lenses. It is even usable on hard to stick lenses from Asian
companies. Top paper liner prevents annoying static charge.

Directions for use:

Lens side is indicated by a gold pull tab.
Block side is indicated by a red pull tab.
This pad is suitable for almost any lens, except uncoated
lenses.
You could say its the best and our first
one pad fits (almost) all.

Physical Properties:
Adhesive:
Carrier:
Total Thickness
Liner Manual roll:
Liner Machine roll:
Temperature resistance:
Shelf Life:

Very aggressive hybrid adhesive
Conformable closed cell PE foam
0.9 mm
Top, white glassine printed paper.
Bottom, white glassine unprinted paper.
Top, translucent blue PE film.
Bottom, transparent PET film.
+80 ºC
12 months from dispatch when stored in original bags
and cartons at 18-22ºC and under 30-70% relative
humidity, out of direct sun and UV light and in original
packing.

The data and details in this sheet were correct and up-to-date at the time of printing and are intended to provide information on our
products and their possible applications.
This sheet is not a specification and does not assure specific product characteristics or make reference to the suitability of the products for
a definite application. Because SOS-Optics cannot anticipate or control every application, we strongly recommend testing of this product
under individual application conditions. In accordance with our policy of continuous improvement specification may vary.
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